HOW CAN MY COMPANY PUBLISH A LICENSED MIGHTY PROTECTORS® COMPATIBLE PRODUCT?
Thank you for your interest.
First, a couple of preliminary notes: 1.) MONKEY HOUSE GAMES grants use of the MIGHTY
PROTECTORS® Compatibility logo. MONKEY HOUSE GAMES does not grant any sort of
permission for the use of the name, title or logo for VILLIANS & VIGILANTES®. Any such use
must be through a separate arrangement directly with the owner of the V&V trademark, Scott
Bizar. 2.) This license is specifically for releasing compatible material for the MIGHTY
PROTECTORS® and MONKEY HOUSE GAMES’ 2.1 Role-Playing Game Systems only. Any use of
the characters, specific items, settings, organizations, concepts, likenesses and storylines of the
MIGHTY PROTECTORS® MULTIVERSE require a separate agreement with MONKEY HOUSE
GAMES. Please contact MONKEY HOUSE GAMES if you have any further questions.
This is a simple three-step process:
STEP ONE- SEND US YOUR PRODUCT OR IDEA FOR APPROVAL:
Before you send us anything, please review the terms of the licensing agreement. If you are
prepared to abide by those terms and you have an idea for a game project utilizing the MIGHTY
PROTECTORS™ game system, you can send it to us at:
jack@monkeyhousegames.com and jeff@monkeyhousegames.com
If you have a completed manuscript ready to go, you can submit that completed manuscript.
If you have an idea for a project that has yet to be fully developed, please follow the Writers’
Proposal Guidelines: send a treatment of up to one page, followed by an outline of up to no
more than four additional pages, and up to no more than another three pages of diagrams,
photographs and/or artwork, if necessary.
Please include with any submission (on company letterhead, if applicable) a letter stating that
We/I “hereby agree to fully comply with all of the terms of the licensing agreement for the
MIGHTY PROTECTORS® game system.” with your dated signature or (if applicable) the dated
signature of an authorized party from your company with their title.
STEP TWO: STAND BY FOR APPROVAL:
In order to release an officially licensed MIGHTY PROTECTORS® compatible product, your
proposal will have to be approved by MONKEY HOUSE GAMES. We resolve to attempt to
respond to all requests within 30 days.
Remember, we do not playtest, rewrite, or edit submissions, nor can we advise potential
licensors on the specifics of how to use the MIGHTY PROTECTORS® game system. The forums
on the MONKEY HOUSE GAMES website is an excellent resource for discussions on everything
from rules questions to what players would like to see in new game material.

While we try to be very non-restrictive, we do reserve the right to reject any proposal. For
example, a proposal may be rejected if it is too similar to another project already in
development from MONKEY HOUSE GAMES or another licensor, or if a proposal is deemed to
be “adult content”, potentially offensive or inappropriate for minors. We will try to be as
transparent as possible in handling any rejection and we gladly accept re-submitted amended
proposals for consideration. The licensing agreement is in effect as soon as your project is
approved.
STEP THREE: PUBLISH YOUR APPROVED PROJECT:
Once your project has been approved you are authorized to use MIGHTY PROTECTORS®
Compatibility Logo for that project. You must follow the guidelines of the licensing agreement
when publishing your product in order to remain in compliance with the agreement.

